Emu Adaptation Word Scramble!

Use your investigations skills to find the unique features and adaptations.

Curriculum connections: 3.1.3.A1 and 3.1.3.C2

Unscramble the words and match them with the correct emu adaptation!

Kaeb
They have two sets of these one for blinking and one for keeping dust off their eyes.

Etahrefs
They have three of these that actually help make them a fast runner.

ehtr stoe
This covers their whole body and because these are light brown, they help blend into their environment.

gsge
This helps them spear and chew their food.

Ideyies
These are emerald green and once they are laid, the dad emus sit on them until they hatch.

Answers: Eyelids, eggs, three toes, feathers and beak